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There are 1.1 billion youth between 15-24 years or constitutes 18% of world population. Along
with those from 4-14 years, the number constitutes nearly 40% of world population.
Approximately 60% of that age group lives in Asia, 15% in Africa and 10% in Latin America.
More than 85% youth live in developing countries. Nearly half of those (45.9 percent) live in
low-income countries, while another third (34.1 percent) live in lower middle-income
countries.
This swell in the global population of young people has the potential to transform economies
for better or worse, depending on the decisions of today's policy makers, according to a new
United Nations report. It is a potential for economic and social progress but also have the
potential to destabilize nations. Recent history shows that country with 30% youth population
is likely experience major social unrest.
Youth shapes the future of a nation, the world and without exception the church. They are
likely more willing, able, commit to a cause and ready to take the risk. When given trust,
opportunity, and equipped will carry out and complete the tasks. The church can't aﬀord to
lose their youth if it is to be true to its calling, to transform the world. Many countries in Asia
experience the truth that focusing on youth will result in phenomenal.
A global youth discipleship should become a priority in global mission if the church to regain
growth and sustain its promising future. Asia Paciﬁc Youth Congress was launched to build
up momentum of global disciple making movement among youth. Youth to reach the next
generations to be their brother's and sister's keeper, walk along side of them. This is to better
accomplishing the vision of reaching, rescuing, rooting and releasing the most receptive age
group to the Gospel, 4-14 years, known as 4/14 Window Global Movement. (www.info414window.org)
The theme of the Congress is Disciple or Die. Without discipleship, the next generation will
drift away from the church and the church will die.
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The ﬁrst Asia Paciﬁc Youth Congress, April 2015, as the launching of the Second Mountain
vision of the 4/14 Window Movement held in Bali. The message of the Congress was well
received and responded. The vision spreads and resonates across the globe in dozens of
countries in all Regions represented. Youth began to be their Brother's and Sister's keepers;
reaching and disciple them in churches, schools, work places and other public arenas. Further
equipping of youth disciple maker leads to the launching of Asia Paciﬁc Youth Congress II.
The Purpose
To inspire and ignite global youth disciple making movement.
Goal
1,300 Young leaders in the Asia Paciﬁc Region become key stakeholders in a global holistic
discipleship making movement.
Objectives:
1,300 or more inter-generational leaders and youth are equipped with best practices of
discipleship know how.
Promising future leaders emerged, identiﬁed and incorporated into the national, regional and
global structures of leadership.
Connections, collaborations and networks at national, regional and global levels for holistic
discipleship movement emerge and continue to make global impact through the next
generation.
Though the Congress is named as Asia Paciﬁc and will be in Asia it is inviting youth, young
and season leaders from other regions, to taste and be inspired with the holistic discipleship
movement. They are to be are envisioned, equipped and empowered to engage in holistic
disciple making mission of reaching this and the next generation.
For more information please visit www.4to14youthcongress.com or write to
apcy2016@gmail.com / APYC2016Bali@gmail.com
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